ATL Protest Rally Attracts 1,100

'LESS THAN AN HOUR'

Johnson surgery today for throat growth, scar

WASHINGTON, D.C. - President Johnson is scheduled to undergo his second operation under the general anesthetic today. The operation, which is scheduled for 10 a.m. eastern time, is expected to last about three hours.

The president, who is recovering from a throat growth, has been under observation at Bethesda Naval Hospital since his admission last Friday. The surgery is expected to remove the growth and a small area of surrounding tissue.
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Meanwhile, in the capital, the ATL (Atlantic Telecommunications League) has announced that it will hold a rally at the State House in Augusta at 10 a.m. today. The rally is expected to draw thousands of participants who oppose the proposed merger of the two companies.
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COUNCIL MAY BREAK RELATIONS

Students demand U-M rescind ban

ANN ARBOR - A student organization at the University of Michigan said yesterday it will seek a break in relations with the University if its demands that the University reverse its decision to rescind the ban on sit-in demonstrations are not met.

The University had announced last month that it would rescind the ban on sit-in demonstrations, which had been in effect since 1967. The ban had been lifted in 1971, but was reinstated last year.

The organization, known as the University of Michigan Student Council, said it would seek a break in relations with the University if its demands are not met.

The organization said it would seek a break in relations with the University if its demands are not met.

Meanwhile, in the capital, the ATL (Atlantic Telecommunications League) has announced that it will hold a rally at the State House in Augusta at 10 a.m. today. The rally is expected to draw thousands of participants who oppose the proposed merger of the two companies.
EDITORIALS

A snowball in the ATL dept.

When one has assumed a number of responsibilities, it becomes difficult not to think about them. At MSU, he is struck by one thing. He has seen the faces time and again, he can make jokes about "push-button politics," which he misgivings. His one is for a Cause, at MSU, is struck by one thing. He has seen the faces time and again. He has seen the faces time and again.

THE READERS' MINDS

Prof stands up for ATL Dept.

To the Editors:

As a member of the ATL Advisory Council I have seen many times that the Advisory Council's meetings are not the only way to get things done. In this issue, however, I am concerned with one of the many things that the Advisory Council has done to improve the quality of student life at MSU. The Advisory Council has taken a number of initiatives to make the university a better place to be.

Andrew Mollison

ANDREW MOLLISON

The pause that refreshed

How can you get out of an emotional and psychological bind? You know, the sort of stuff where you feel like you're going away from the students, like you're not paying attention to them. It's not easy. But I think that the ATL department has done an excellent job of keeping up with the changing needs of students.

The ATL department is in an uncomfortable position. It would be difficult for it to just change its mind and say, "We were wrong, we made a mistake." It's not easy to fix."

But neither can the department continue to give unsatisfactory excuses allowing to the personalities and the content of the characters of Great, Lawless, and Fogarty. To do this would be to turn the rope that the ATL department is willing to meet with the many, the American Students Assn., many faculty members, and a thousand undecided faces.

The Editors

Orchids congrats

To the Editors:

At no time, during the entire course of the ATL department's existence, have I ever felt that our students were being treated unfairly. In fact, I believe that the ATL department has done a great deal to improve the quality of student life at MSU.
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The Editors
Gemini 12 sets five records

ABORD THE U.S.S. WASP 

the world's champion Gemini 12 pilots, Edgar D. Mitchell, the man who "slid" into space, and Russell L. "Pete" Conrad, Jr., plunged back into history. "Lights out, money," Mitchell shouted Tuesday after drama extricated the giant carrier Wasp as it streaked through the black atmosphere. Gemini 12 returned, rather than blast the planet, the fateful 1,776 pints of blood, to a field hospital as Mitchell acquired temporary, "Heavenly carpet." Sighted in the red, black and white parachute descending out of the night sky was one of the last rays of light from the giant carrier Wasp as its shadow passed beneath the giant space chutes. The 12 short minutes of Mitchell's trip were his first single non-stop biorhythm throughout the mission. The other crewmen rolled out the red carpet to the carrier, rather than crash the Wasp as Mitchell had done for the first record. He would be the last man to walk on the moon, but the little resistance of Earth's gravity was not enough to lift Mitchell from the ship. Mitchell emerged between two space suits, his faint outline barely visible in the dim light. He proved it could be done, so long as a man has the will. He proved it could be outside. He proved it could be done, so long as a man has the will. He proved it could be done, so long as a man has the will. He proved it could be done, so long as a man has the will.

CRIMINAL CAUGHT

Scotland Yard closes manhunt

U.S. Plane crashes in W. Berlin

Aiding for Germany, the World News at a Glance

Reds split over China

McNamara can make amends

for lip-smacking
good eating, try

the
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Patients in need of blood

German parties meet in coalition agreement

Ferency returns to post

The Peace Corps is a long way from M.S.U.

Wallace Schucks: more is than an aid to vision...
Irish favored by four points

BY ED BRILL
State News Sports Writer

Syracuse (5), Texas made a four-point favorite Tuesday to defeat the Michigan State (10) all around town.

"Our game is going to be a battle. Both teams are evenly matched in the personnel department. As a result, both teams will be using our basic scheme of defense as well as the offense," Phillips noted.

"If we have a chance to win, we'll win by four points. If not, we'll win by two points. Our game is going to be a battle. We don't expect to win by more than four points. We expect to win by less than four points," Phillips said.
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Clay looking away to bout with Terrell

Ex- Spartan quits head coach job

**SPORTS**

Big 10 hoop title

free shot for all

CHICAGO (AP) - It should be anybody's race for supremacy in Minnesota-dominated Big Ten title race, according to Minnesota athletic director Carl R. Smith. Minnesota dominates the league with its 5-1 record, while the likes of Jerry Lucas and Linda Balls lacks the necessary speed to keep up with Minnesota reading just slightly.

“Big Ten title race should be anybody’s race,” Smith said. “It’s a wide-open race, and anyone can win it.”

Smith noted that Minnesota’s strengths are its size and experience, while its weaknesses are its speed and depth.

“We’ve got the size and experience to win the title,” Smith said. “But we don’t have the speed to keep up with the likes of Jerry Lucas and Linda Balls.”

Smith predicted that the title race will be decided by the end of the season, with Minnesota hope to win it outright.

**NEW!**

Glasgow makes sweaters for pussycats.

**AGGIES, Go!**

by ROGER LEAVENworth

Nothing is making much sense this week. Every game we played has been a struggle, and we have been fortunate to have turned things around.

As for this week, it looks like we will be struggling again. The coach has put us in a new play called "The Tight End Trap," and it is not working out well so far.

Our team is currently 1-0-1, and we are looking for a win this week against the Aggies. We will need to execute our plays more effectively and come out with a win.

**PIPES**

**CIGARS**

**TOBACCO**

**CHERRY TOBACCO**

**BOYD'S FLAT**

**PIPER'S**

**SCHOOL RING**

**Little Finger**

"Pinkey"

**NEW!**

School Letters delivered directly in shining sterlin or glimmering gold

**METS' Devine toes trouble**

NEW YORK (AP) -- Devine will be a private girls school across the street from Van Heusen.

Devine was not in position to offer a lot of personnel to help with the 1966 season. He did have a few players who were available to help, however.

**TAMMIE'S**

**Sterling, 80, 10 KT Gold $82.50**

**From** "Hanna E. B. & Son, Inc."
Crime often 'symptom' of deeper problem

SANDY LEVY

Crime is often a symptom of a deeper problem within society, an impact on young people, Shelley said. "These are real problems within the schools, within the community, within our neighborhoods, that lead to crime."

Shelley added that young people need to be shown the impact of crime. "These are real people with real problems, and the impact of crime on them is real. We need to show these young people the impact of crime on others."
Fiction more abstract than past narratives

"Literature has evolved reality as the fundamental element in the fiction writer's art," Large, chairman of the Department of English, University of Iowa, said Monday at the dedication of the new campus of the University of Iowa. "In the creative process, the writer is not only an interpreter of life, but also a creator of it."

"The basic function of literature is to create an abstract reality that is different from the one we experience in the real world," Large said. "This is a process that is not only creative, but also destructive."

"The writer must constantly strive to create a new reality that is more real than the one that we experience in the real world," Large added.

Liberties meeting Thursday

Frank Watkins, executive director of the American Civil Liberties Union, will speak at a meeting of the Student Body Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Union. Watkins will discuss the role of the ACLU in protecting civil liberties.

ACLU asks resistance

NEW YORK – In a statement, the ACLU has called for a "national alert" to protect civil liberties. "We cannot afford to assume that the government will always act in the best interests of the people," said Executive Director Diana Torsch.

"It is important to remember that the government is not always on the side of the people," Torsch said. "We must be vigilant to ensure that our rights are protected."
Addiction still a problem with new pain-killing drug

By DAILEY SWARZCZER

As the nation prepares for the centennial of a recent influential American drug, the article that is "ideal" pain-killing drug is approached with caution. Doctors and clinicians are aware of the power and potential of this drug, which does not cause addiction, and its widespread use in the treatment of pain. However, the drug is still under development, and its effectiveness and safety are still being studied.

The drug, called "Bentley's Compound," was developed by Dr. Alfred Bentley, a New York physician. It is a combination of two active ingredients: pentazocine, a synthetic opioid, and tylenol, a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug. The combination is intended to provide pain relief while minimizing the risk of addiction.

Recent studies have shown that Bentley's Compound is effective in reducing pain levels in patients with cancer, surgery, and other acute pain conditions. However, the drug's potential for abuse and addiction is still being investigated. Doctors are cautious about prescribing the drug, and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has strict guidelines for its use.

Despite these concerns, Bentley's Compound has been approved by the FDA for use in the U.S. The drug is now being marketed and distributed by several pharmaceutical companies.

Doctors and clinicians are aware of the potential dangers associated with the use of opioid pain medications. They are concerned about the risk of addiction, overdose, and other complications. However, they believe that the benefits of Bentley's Compound outweigh the risks, and they continue to prescribe it for appropriate patients.

In summary, Bentley's Compound is a promising new pain-killing drug that shows promise in treating pain without causing addiction. However, its development and use are still in progress, and further research is needed to fully understand its potential and limitations.

People just vote for men, not issues

NEW YORK — The results of the recent elections, which included many new faces in city halls and state capitols, are being analyzed by political experts. The elections were marked by a lack of major issues, and the voters appeared to be focused on personal candidates and local issues.

The elections were held on Tuesday, November 11, 2022, and the results were widely reported in the news media. The Democratic candidates generally held the advantage, although some races were close and required recounts.

In New York City, the mayoral race was won by the Democratic candidate, a former city council member. The race was marked by a lack of major issues, and the voters appeared to be focused on personal qualities and local issues.

In the U.S. Senate race, the Democratic candidate defeated the Republican candidate, who was a former congressman. The race was also marked by a lack of major issues, and the voters appeared to be focused on personal qualities and local issues.

In the U.S. House of Representatives races, the Democrats generally held the advantage, although some races were close and required recounts. The elections were held on Tuesday, November 11, 2022, and the results were widely reported in the news media.

In summary, the elections were marked by a lack of major issues, and the voters appeared to be focused on personal candidates and local issues. The results were generally favorable for the Democratic candidates, although some races were close and required recounts.
Here's to a Delicious Thanksgiving Feast!

**Turkeys**

- Zeeland Brand Turkey Broilers: 48¢/LB
- Honey Suckle Turkeys: 49¢/LB
- Honey Suckle Turkey (2 LB. 8 OZ. EA): $2.99
- Honey Suckle Turkey and Gravy (2 LB. PKG): 1.69

**Pumpkin Pies**

- Choice of 10 to 22 LB. Toms or 10 to 13 LB. Hens with $10.00 food purchase, including turkey and wine and cigarettes - save up to $2.50 on a turkey.

**Pot Roast**

- Center Cut Chuck Roast: 56¢/LB
- Swift's Premium Proven Standing Rib Roast: 88¢/LB

**Mushroom Steak Sauce**

- 5 oz. MT: 7¢

**Dressing**

- 1 oz. MT: 28¢
- Sliced: 7¢/LB

**Polly Anna**

- 1 LB. 4 OZ.: 5¢

**Soft Margarine**

- 1 LB.: 38¢

**Cake Mixes**

- Sliced or Crushed: 19¢

**Pineapple**

- Sliced: 19¢

**Cranberry Sauce**

- Your choice: 12¢

**Frank's**

- 58¢/LB

**Ice Cream**

- 79¢/PT

**Bakery Items**

- Dinner Rolls: 69¢
- Boston Baked Beans: 59¢
- Fresh Cranberries: 39¢
- Golden Yams: 9¢
- Bulk Nuts: 49¢

** מזהה משriba**

- 19¢/LT

**.beans**

- 19¢/LB

**Bread**

- Dutch Wheat: 39¢
- Honey Wheat: 39¢
- Rye: 39¢

**Coffee**

- 7¢/CUP

**Other Items**

- 64¢/LB
- 19¢/PT
- 9¢/LB

**Promotions**

- Buy One at Reg. Price - Get One Free!